The Medical School of the Future.*

Among the intellectual movements that have characterized the century now drawing to a close there is perhaps no one more deserving of careful study than that which is concerned with providing education for people in the school, the academy and the university. The importance of popular education became apparent in proportion as political freedom was secured for the people. Thus Viscount Sherbrooke, better known as the Hon. Robert Lowe, in the reform debates of 1866 and 1867, after the passage of a bill for the extension of the suffrage, uttered the well known words: "We must now at least educate our masters."

The same sentiment has also more recently been embodied in the inscription on the Boston Public Library. "The Commonwealth requires the education of the people as the safeguard of order and liberty," and in the presidential address of Dr. J. M. Bodine,† at the meeting of the Association of American Colleges in 1897 we find the same idea thus expressed, "In America the citizen is king. The king must be educated to wield aright his ballot-sceptre."

For many years educators looked upon their work with no little complacency. The educational systems of the various civilized

---

*Address by the president before the Fifth Triennial Congress of American Physicians and Surgeons given at Washington on May 2nd.
†American Practitioner and News, June 26, 1897.
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